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ABSTRACT

tive speech learning. In medical practice traditional speech
recognition technique could help translate the doctor’s dictation to texts automatically. However, the recognition rate
is degraded dramatically due to the low voice quality and
accents. Incorporating lip reading with dictation can greatly
improve the accuracy of speech-to-text translation.
In this paper we present an avatar-mediated face tracking
and lip reading system, which is outlined in Figure 1. The
system is fully automatic and non-intrusive, it tracks face
pose, lip shape, gaze, eye openness and other expression
features simultaneously in real time and create animation
on any general 3D face model. Two major function units
which are essential in HCI developing are well integrated
in this system. The first unit is a robust and real time
face feature tracking unit which can work under a variety
of imaging conditions. The second unit is real time face
modelling and animation unit, which uses limited number
of feature parameters to create realistic animation.
Lip tracking methods have been well developed for years.
Deformable templates and active contours based methods
are two among them. Based on detected lip shape, further
speech recognition could be carried out. As only a few parameters describe the position of the mouth uniquely, the
allocation of mouth shape and positions to words could be
made with the help of Hidden Markov models[12]).
Face pose estimation techniques can be categorized mainly
into appearance-driven and model-based approaches [7, 8].
The appearance-driven approach requires a significant number of training data to enumerate all the possible appearances of features. The model based approach [7, 8] assumes
that the knowledge of a specific object is available. The
requirement of frontal facial views and constant illumination limited its application. Our technique uses an active
tracking technique to tackle the issues of variable illuminations, rigid(head motion) and non-rigid(local skin deformation) feature tracking, and the self-occlusion of features.
Facial animation rules must be carefully designed to produce a realistic facial expression for avatar communication.
Performance-driven facial expression generation relies on the
accurate detection of facial features. Physical based animation method and elastically deformable models show realistic results [4], however it is time-consuming. Imagebased model fitting methods use 3D morphable model to
synthesize the impressive facial appearances [1, 2, 5]). Its
analysis-by-synthesis loop for error energy minimization requires intensive computations. Expressions could be copied
from one model to another [3] with modification-based meth-
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INTRODUCTION

Rather than simply responding to user commands, the advanced human computer interaction (HCI) should be able to
detect and track the user’s emotional, motivational, cognitive and task states, and use this knowledge to initiate the
communication. Face is the most communicative element
that can signify all these states which can be identified. For
example, monitoring eye gaze could give signal of fatigue,
lip-reading could assist children and deaf people on interac-
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ing them separately. As have mentioned above, eyes have
been detected in the first step, so based on eyes a frontoparallel face model can be created to represent the initial
tracked face. The detected face region will serve as the initial 3D planar face model so that tracking can be carried
out based on this model. The 3D face pose is then tracked
in 3D space using Kalman filter, starting from the frontparallel face pose.
Face pose is characterized by a rotation matrix R resulted
from successive Euler rotations of the camera frame around
its XYZ axis. Three rotation angles ω, φ, κ along X,Y,Z axis
respectively. A scale factor λ, is used to represent the distance from face to camera, and form the projection matrix.
Therefore the face pose is characterized by these four parameters and its estimation can be expressed as determination
of (ω, φ, κ, λ).
Face detection and pose estimation are done first via a
matching optimization algorithm. As Kalman Filtering provides the predicted face position and 3D face pose, we only
need to search for a face position and 3D pose. Thereby
insuring that the detected face view position image can best
match the projected face view image for that pose. The
matching criterion is based on the sum of squared difference
errors over all the image pixels within the region of interest:
Figure 1: HCI System Diagram

Ematching =

N
X

(Ip (i) − Ic (i))2

(1)

i=1

ods. However, due to the lack of fine modelling on certain
expression-rich areas, it is hard to track and create lip movement and eye opening given the input of 2D motion vectors.
In this paper we propose Kalman filter based tracking approach and 2D to 3D parameter transferring based animation method to realize the real-time interaction system. The
setup of system shows in Figure 2.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section
2, we will overview the developed tracking and lip reading
system. The individualization of motion parameters and the
corresponding animation rule will be described in section 3,
followed by experimental results and evaluations in section
4. Finally the concluding remarks will be given in section 5.

2.

where Ip is the reconstructed face view image, Ic is the current image, N is the total pixel number, and i denotes the
ith pixel. Ip (i) is projected from reference image Ir (c, r) via
a mapping function f
Ip = f (Ir , α)

(2)

where α consists of the face pose parameters. By finding the
local optimal face pose parameter we can find the projected
face image that best matches the face in the current image
frame.
The tracking strategy requires the face model to be updated continuously in order to accommodate face change
due to variations in illumination, face aspect, and facial expression. In order to maintain tracking performance it is
necessary to dynamically adapt the face model to keep them
consistent with the face while the face appearance is changing. Thus to update the face template we need to include a
portion of the initial template into every template. For an
arbitrary frame k, after the best match is found, the new
face template for frame k + 1 is updated to be the combination of the initial face template and the face model generated
from the new frame. Experiments prove that the accuracy
is greatly improved by dynamic face model updating and
physical eye locations constraints.

VIDEO TRACKING BASED ON SINGLE
UNCALIBRATED CAMERA

Our motion tracking unit is composed of two components:
face pose tracking and feature detection and tracking. We
will give detail description of them in following sections respectively.

2.1 Face pose tracking
The eye pupil is selected as it is a significant feature and
is able to provide strong and reliable constraints for initializing the tracking system. The active facial sensing system
consists of an IR sensitive camera and two concentric rings
of IR LEDs. The pupils can be easily extracted from the
difference of the two images produced by different ring. The
eye tracking result is further improved by a mean shift eye
tracker. The shapes of the pupils are extracted by a deformable template method. The ratio of pupil ellipse axes
is used to characterize the percentage of eye closure, the
detailed algorithm is described in [9].
The face pose tracking system performs 2D face detection
and 3D face pose tracking simultaneously rather than treat-

2.2 Feature detection and tracking
We have selected twenty-two facial features to track. Eight
features surrounding the lip are tracked, which are shown
in Figure 3. Meanwhile three features for each eye, two
features for each eyebrow, and four features for nose are
selected to track respectively. We use the multi-scale and
multi-orientation Gabor wavelet to represent each feature.
To identify each facial feature at the initial frame, 18 Gabor
coefficients are used to represent each feature pixel and its
vicinity [10], a set of 18 Gabor coefficients Ω(~x) is obtained
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Figure 3: Parabolic model super imposed on Region
definition of lips on the mesh, black point represent
tracked features

Figure 2: System Setup. A: IR LED rings and IR
active camera; B: Animated avata; C: Tracked pupil;
D: Tracked face in video
by the convolution operation:
Z
Ω(~x) = I(~x0 )Ψ[k, (~x − ~x0 )]d2 ~x0 = (c1 , c2 , ...., c18 )T

numbers of tracked feature points are not only limited, but
also scattered irregularly upon a large surface. Some nonfeature points among or far from feature points can’t be
influenced appropriately. For example, the out-end points
of eyebrows, and points on nose. For those regions that
are either located in moving-active area(eyebrow), or have
sparsely scattered feature points inside, we want to add additional feature points to help further recursive inference
procedure. For the eyebrows, we add an out-end point by
connecting the inner-end and center eyebrow point and extend it to position where center point is at the middle of the
inner and outer-end points. The motion parameter obey
following rules: M Pinner + M Pouter = 2 × M Pcenter Two
feature points(M Pa1 , M Pa2 ) each are also added between
nose top(M Pt ) and left nose corner(M Plc ), and nose top and
right nose corner(M Prc ). For the left side we have: M Pa1 =
`1 ×M Pt +`2 ×M Plc and M Pa2 = `2 ×M Pt +`1 ×M Plc ,
`1 and `2 are weights assigned, typical values are 1/3 and
2/3 as two points are inserted. Same rule apply to right side
of nose.
The motion of each feature point on a face can be modelled
as a local skin deformation plus a global head affine transformation. Given a feature point v~o with the front view of
a source subject, its corresponding point (~vp ) after the local
deformation due to expressions and global motion due to the
head pose change is formulated as : ~vp = T · R · ~vf , ~vf =
δ~v + ~vo where T, R are translation and rotation matrices,
~vo is a feature point with neutral expression of the front
view. δ~v is the deformation applied onto ~vo , which is also
the approximation of APs. The animation data obtained
is further adapted to apply onto the avatar model. Except
the 22 feature control feature points, the 3D animation vector V of non-feature vertex i (denoted as V i ) can be dePN
j
rived by the following equation: V i =
j=1 (ω(di,j ) · Vk )
. di,j is the distance between vertex i and vertex j, and
di,j , j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (e.g. N = 3) have been arranged in increasing order. ω(di,j ) is a weight function which will assign
a larger weight value to di,j who has smaller value.

(3)

where 2D Gabor kernels are defined as:
Ψ(k, x
~ ) = (k2 /σ 2 )e−k

2 2

~
x /2σ 2

(eik·~x − e−σ

2

/2

)

σ = π is set for 128 × 128 images. The set of Gabor kernels consists of 3 spatial frequencies (with wave number k:
π/2, π/4, π/8) and 6 distinct orientations from 0o to 180o
in the interval of 30o . With the assumption of a smooth
motion of each facial feature, Kalman filter can be used to
further help facial feature tracking. The motion state of each
feature at each frame (time instance) can be formulated by
state model: St+1 = ΦSt + Wt , where Φ is the transition
matrix and Wt models system perturbation. The state vector St at time t is characterized by its position and velocity,
~,V
~ ).
i.e., St = (P
In order to handle the case of mis-tracking or self-occlusion,
the detected features are verified and inferred by both qualitative and quantitative evaluations. If the wrong feature
is detected by the verification, data obtained from previous
frame is used [6].

3.

AVATAR ANIMATION

Creating realistic animation based on features obtained
from video is an essential part of the interaction between
human and computer. To transfer the source motion parameters (MP) to target animation parameters (AP), the
individual 3D face avatar is first created by our face modeling algorithm. This algorithm is performed based on the
two views of an individuals face. We have developed an algorithm [11] to reliably identify features on the profile such as
chin tip, mouth, nose tip, and nose bridge. After the process
of static face modelling, we marked the regions in mouth,
nose, eye, pupils, eyebrows and define the area-of-influence
by these regions.

3.2 Lip shape modelling and animation
As mentioned previously, eight feature points around lips
are detected directly by our approach. We divide the two
lips into 8 regions, and each region is controlled by one feature point. The mouth contour can now be derived easily
with an interpolated curve, such as parabolic curve (Figure 3). After the estimation of animation parameters, the

3.1 Estimation of animation parameter
In order to obtain APs, we need to process source MPs
by a series of transformations. Because we have very limited number of feature points(22), we have to define rules
which can realistically animate the non-feature vertices. The
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The system is demonstrated to work well under various illumination conditions, even with reflections of eye glasses on
subjects. Our experiments show that it is feasible to create
face animation and expressions with very limited number of
facial features. This enable us to further develop a more
user-friendly HCI interface. Such a system could be potentially applied as a non-intrusive expression and pose reader
to assist the existing emotion identifier or lie detector for
law enforcement or security.
In the future we will investigate more reliable feature
tracking techniques without the use of IR devices. Our system will be extended to perform real-time speech-to-text
translation based on the tracked lips.

Figure 4: Lip Shape Cloning
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Figure 5: Experiment Results, first row: images
extracted from video, second row: animated face
model mesh, Third and fourth row: Animated individual models with texture mapped
curve can be animated by applying these parameters on our
predefined regions.
Our system can clone the speaker’s mouth shape to the
avatar on the lip area. In the scenario of two speakers, their
mouth shapes can be cloned to the same avatar, which is
shown in the monitor (Figure 4). Then two shape of same
speech from two person can be compared or even measured
by comparing the eight points on the two models.

4.

RESULT

Our non-intrusive tracking and animation system works
in a fully automatic fashion. Experiment result in Figure 5
shows the good visual quality on created expressions which
are cloned from the first row of Figure 5.
The tracking speed is about 15 frames/second on a double Pentium IV 3G machine, and the animation speed is
30 frames/second on a Pentium IV 2.4G PC. Also as the
tracked data is small in size, it enables remote face expression be rebuilt in any environment. This is ideal for human
computer interaction in far distance.
Experiments show that the system works reliably under
rotation angle between -30 to 30 degree. However it fails
when the rotation angle is beyond this limit, or there is
heavy occlusion. In the case of a tracking failure, the system
will be reset and resume tracking shortly.
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